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Hockey Team Drops Two

In the world of sports, a game is a generally understood format in which two teams compete against each other. In this case, the Bridgewater State College hockey team was defeated by a score of 6-4 on the weekend. The victory over Bridgewater State College was a significant achievement for the Minutemen, who scored two goals in the third period to secure their win. The game was a close one, with both teams putting up a strong fight throughout.
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Dorm Fight Questioned

There was a fire fight involving the national political columnist Chip Barone and Richard Harwood. The incident took place in the Scott Hall dormitory on November 20. The defendants claimed that Chip announced that he had friends on the Dean Council and that no disciplinary action would be taken against him. The latter proved interesting as the incident did not involve the application of the Student Government Act.

The defendants were given three days to appeal the decision. The dormitory was restored to normalcy.

Wilson Speaks at BSC

By Bill Bliss

On Monday morning, approximately 80 students attended a seminar on the subject of harassment in the workplace. The seminar was conducted by Wilson, who is known for his work in the field of social sciences.

The seminar was well-received, with many students expressing interest in attending future sessions. The seminar concluded with a question-and-answer session, during which students were able to ask Wilson about his work and its implications for the workplace.

Sexual Harassment

The National Advisory Council on Women's Education has recommended that colleges and universities adopt an inclusive approach to the issue of sexual harassment. The recommendation is based on research indicating that sexual harassment can take many forms, including verbal, physical, and psychological.

The council's report suggests that institutions should develop policies and procedures that address sexual harassment in a comprehensive manner. The report also recommends that institutions provide training and education on sexual harassment to all members of the campus community.
Editorials

On the evening of November 14, 1979, I attempted to attend a hearing at Scott Hall. The following occurred: a student was alleged to have violated the Fire Safety Code of the residence hall. The Student Court was to hear the case, and the student's counsel, Mr. Blomquist, was called to testify on the student's behalf. However, Mr. Blomquist was not present, and the student was not allowed to testify. The reason given was that the student had not yet been notified of the hearing. This is problematic, as the student's right to a fair hearing is guaranteed by the 14th Amendment to the Constitution. The Senate--or the part of the Senate/Exec. Board (The phrase "play court" has been used by others) must address this issue.

Letters to the Editor

Closed Hearing at Scott
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Editorial

Closed Hearing at Scott

On the afternoon of November 27, 1979, I attempted to attend a hearing at Scott Hall. The hearing involved a student physically and mentally disabled who had been placed on probation for violating a few rules such as not being in the residence hall after 11:00 P.M. and playing music after 10:00 P.M.

The student, who was not identified directly, is known by the name of John Smith. He has been diagnosed as having a learning disability and is held up as a model of how a student with such a disability can succeed.

The hearing involved three people: the student, a representative of the disability services office, and the dorm advisor.

I arrived at the hearing on time but was denied entrance. The dorm advisor informed me that I was not allowed to attend the hearing for confidentiality reasons. I was also told that I could not forward the proceedings to the student.

From what I was told by the advisor, the main points of the hearing were that the student had failed to follow the rules set by the disability services office and that he had been placed on probation for not following them.

The advisor also stated that the student had been given a chance to improve his behavior but had not taken advantage of it.

I believe that this hearing is a clear example of how the system fails to provide equal protection for all students, including those with disabilities. The student had been given a chance to improve his behavior and had failed to do so. The only solution to this problem is for the university to provide more resources and support for students with disabilities.

I urge the university to take steps to ensure that all students, including those with disabilities, are given an equal opportunity to succeed.
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NEW FRIENDS IN FULL-EMPLOYMENT

There are many things in college regarding other people with the same background. The moral is that they are given to help new college students find their way in this world. At the conclusion of the presentation, the students were asked to suggest what Ward had to say about their own personal experiences. The meeting was held in the Career Planning and Placement Office.

ATTENTION SENIORS

Graduate School for those considering graduate and professional schools and the projects are available in the Career Planning and Placement Office.

MUSEUM OF SCIENCE-SCIENTISTS

Volunteers are needed to do a short assignment between late May and Nov. for science teachers. A science lecturer will provide a one hour lecture on the new exhibits, "A Portrait of the Sleeping Brain". Serving a shift of 24 hours is required. The volunteers are responsible for scheduling and placement. The schedule will be flexible and the starting date will be the end of May.

RECRUITMENT CONGRESS

Recruiting is a short assignment for a student to represent a particular university or college. Recruiting is to help students to decide on a major by providing information about the schools and the projects are available in the Career Planning and Placement Office.

ENGLISH LITERATURE
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ATTENTION SENIOR EDUCATION MAJORS

The newest edition of the Boston's Museum of Science seeks student volunteers for a short-term exhibit, "Dreamstage: a Portrait of the Sleeping Brain". The exhibit will be open from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM, Monday through Thursday, and will last from 15 to 30 minutes. The volunteers will be responsible for organizing and preparing the exhibit.

LEGAL SERVICES

The legal services are available to help students with legal issues and problems. The Boston's Museum of Science seeks student volunteers for a short-term exhibit, "Dreamstage: a Portrait of the Sleeping Brain". The exhibit will be open from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM, Monday through Thursday, and will last from 15 to 30 minutes. The volunteers will be responsible for organizing and preparing the exhibit.

THE LETTER "No Surprise"

Dear Ms. McCormick,

I was pleasantly surprised last night to see you in the Courtyard Bar. After several drinks and a long conversation, I began to realize that you were indeed the person I had met at the recent conference. It was great to catch up with you and hear about your recent travels and experiences.

Best regards,

[Your Name]
NEW FRIENDS IN FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT

Many of you are eager to expand your social network with colleagues today regarding people with the federal government. The reason is you are prone to believe that new career opportunities are available to those who are well connected with the right people. This is a truth, but there are some things you need to keep in mind about building your network with government workers.

ATTENTION SENIOR EDGE MAJORS

The Senior Edge is a community for Senior Edge Majors, a group of seniors who are interested in exploring career options in the federal government.

MENTORING

If you are interested in mentoring a student, please contact the Student Support Services office.

LANGUAGE GER DISCUSSED

Language GER is discussed in detail in the Language GER Committee's meeting minutes. The meeting minutes can be found on the Language GER Committee's website.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The New Friends in Federal Employment meeting will be held on Thursday, December 5th, from 10:00 AM to 1:00 PM, at the Federal Building, Room 201. All government workers are welcome to attend.

WASHINGTON D.C.

The Senior Edge is an event that is held annually in Washington D.C. It is a great opportunity for students to network with government workers and explore career options in the federal government.

SPOKEN LANGUAGE MAJORS

The Spoken Language Majors are a group of students who are interested in exploring career options in the field of spoken language.

COPYRIGHT.


DO YOU KNOW WHAT TO DO?

If you are unsure of what to do next, please contact the Career Planning and Placement Office.

APPOINTMENTS

If you need to schedule an appointment, please contact the Student Support Services office.

LETTER “NO SURPRISE”

Dear Mr. McGarry,

Your letter was received and is being considered. The decision will be made in a timely manner.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
**The Arts**

**Christmas Nightclub Features The Energetics**
by Richard Pickering

The Energetics' seventh release this year features their usual high energy and polished presentation. The band has performed at the Winterland and other venues in the San Francisco area. They play a mix of rock and roll and R&B, with the emphasis on the latter. The album includes some new material as well as some older favorites. The Energetics are often compared to The Ventures and The Shadows, who were also popular in the late 1960s and early 1970s.

**Return To Sender**

Bob Dylan has announced his return to music after a long absence. He is scheduled to perform at the Greek Theatre in Berkeley on October 10th. This will be his first appearance in the area since 1980. Dylan's recent albums have been well received, and fans are excited to hear him perform live again. It is expected that the show will feature some of his classic songs, as well as some new material from his upcoming album.

**The Jerk**

Steve Martin stars in this comedy about a man who is convinced he is the victim of a curse. The movie is directed by Woody Allen and was produced by Columbia Pictures. It was released in 1979 and was a critical and commercial success.

**BSCP Announces Next Production**

The Berkeley School of Creative and Performing Arts has announced its next production. "The Caucasian Chalk Circle," written by Samuel Beckett, will be performed at the campus theater on February 17th and 18th. This will be the first performance of the new academic year at the school. Tickets are $10 for adults and $5 for students.

**Events To Close The Semester**

The Student Union Program Committee is sponsoring these events to close the semester. On Tuesday, December 12th, there will be a student film screening at the Student Union Theater. On Friday, December 15th, there will be a performance by the student band "The Hype." On Saturday, December 16th, there will be a poetry reading by local writers. On Sunday, December 17th, there will be a concert by the student band "The Levies."

**Don't Vote because you feel there's no choice between Democrats and Republicans.**

For information call Stewart following this article.
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The Arts

Christmas Nightclub Features The Energetics

"The Energetics" were here for the second week, having been a night club event at last week's Christmas at the Paramount. The show took place on Monday, December 7. The Energetics will be at the Paramount on Saturday, December 12. They will be performing a variety of musical numbers, including popular hits and songs from their recent album. The show is scheduled to start at 8:00 PM. Tickets are available at the Paramount box office or online.

Harp/Funk Duo To Perform

The ensemble will perform this weekend in Boston and then travel to New York City for a series of concerts. The group's performances will highlight their versatility as well as their ability to connect with the audience. The ensemble will perform at the Harvard University Club, on December 11, and at the Boston Symphony Hall, on December 12. Tickets are available at the Harvard University Club box office or online.
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Letter "no surprise"

Dear Mr. McGarrick,

I was greatly disturbed by your letter printed in last week’s edition of the Bridgewater State Times. You seem to have some sort of grudge against the many causes of the 60’s and you are trying to make them appear as if they were not important at all.

I think it’s a great shame that you feel so strongly about this. You seem to be very apathetic to the world around you. I do not think that you have any idea what we went through during those times. We were all young and we were living in a time of change.

The time we lived in has affected us, and it has affected you. You seem to be so much older than those of us who were actually there. You do not seem to have any idea what we were going through.

Please remember that we were all young and we were trying to make a difference. We were all part of the times.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]
Letters Continued

December 6, 1979

Dear Editor,

I would like to express my thanks to the Eagles for helping me catch the ball at the stadium the other day. They were playing a close game and you were the only one who threw the ball to me. I had just scored a touchdown and was in the end zone when the ball was thrown to me. I ended up catching the ball and bringing it back for a touchdown.

Sincerely,

Brian LaFlamme
Tony's Bowl Game Predictions

by Tony Colombo

In recent years the College football bowl games have become more and more important to college football fans, but there are still some who do not follow college football closely. The following predictions are for the College football bowl games that are scheduled for the upcoming season.

Absolute NO exceptions to the above rules!!

**Classified Ad Form**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>for sale</th>
<th>wanted</th>
<th>lost &amp; found</th>
<th>housing</th>
<th>services</th>
<th>personals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Rules for Classifieds:**

1. 30 word limit.
2. 2 classifieds/person.
3. Must include with name, address and phone.

**Absolute NO exceptions to the above rules!!!**

---

**BSG Basketball Preview**

Opening off a season for somewhat promising reasons, the BSG basketball team enters the 1979-80 season with high hopes for the upcoming year. Under the guidance of Coach John Smith, the BSG basketball team is expected to have a successful season. The team is looking to improve on last year's performance and is aiming for the playoffs.

---

**BOND COPIES — 10c each, 12 for $1.00**

We also stock Postcards, Cola, and sports cards.
Bridgewater looks toward 1979-80 with a veteran team. Four basketball. Averaging 11.2 points, impressive win over Division II rival The New England Division 3 Cross Bears went on a campaign by football games have left much to be lost to Boston College does not Despite losing regular QB Donnje They were 11th in the country and should give Purdue headaches but desired. This year the match-ups deserve to play in a bowl game. Little, backup Rick McIvor filled in been very tough against the rush, Boilermakers depth and size should the "Codfish Trophy" at the 12th Annual Codfish Invitational at Temple will have to contend campaign. The Green Wave only Charles White leading the offense, and his favorite target Larry Kay who not miss a shot at the coveted...
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Dorm Fight Questioned

The dormitory fight held at Westhaven Hall on the evening of December 5th was another indication of the need for more security on campus. The Dormitory Fight Committee has been established to deal with such situations in the future.

Equestrians

The Equestrian Team has had a successful season. The team has won every competition they have entered and has not lost a single contest.

Swim Team

The Swim Team has had a successful season. They have won every competition they have entered and have not lost a single contest.

Sports Chat

The men's basketball team is looking forward to a successful season. They have won every competition they have entered and have not lost a single contest.

College Students

Don't spend your school vacation with your book! It's a great time to take a break from school and relax.

Budweiser

King of the Beer, Athlete of the Week

Billy English

Budweiser

Budweiser

Work Study Jobs Available

The Work Study Office at Bridgewater State College offers a variety of jobs to students who are looking for employment. The jobs include positions in the dining hall, maintenance, and administrative offices. Students can apply for these positions through their Work Study Coordinator.

Sexual Harrassment

The National Aids Council on Women's Educational Programs has issued a statement on sexual harassment. The statement emphasizes the importance of creating a safe and respectful environment for all students. The Council encourages anyone who feels they have been harassed to report it to the appropriate authorities.

Steve's Sports Den

143 Center Street Middleboro, Mass.
947-1216
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